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Main Results on FSL BenchmarksGuidepost: Target-oriented Meta Training

Key ContributionsProblem Definition Task Descriptor

Few-shot Task: Fast Adaptation to the target task from the

trained weight from auxiliary dataset.

• We propose a task-level learn-to-learn mechanism to

implicitly learn the task similarities with the proposed task

descriptor and develop a target-oriented few-shot learner

named Guidepost.

• A new FSL benchmark is proposed to satisfy realistic needs,

and we empirically observe that representative FSL models

fail to perform well.

• We evaluate Guidepost according to two aspects: domain

adaptation and few-shot learning. Extensive experiments

demonstrate that Guidepost outperforms its baselines on

multiple benchmarks, which verifies the superiority of the

target-oriented property.

• Contact: zzp1994@mail.ustc.edu.cn

FSL Definition:

Training Dataset:    𝑆𝑖
𝑡𝑟 , 𝑄𝑖

𝑡𝑟
𝑖=0

𝑀
~𝐷𝑡𝑟.

Validation Dataset: 𝑆𝑖
𝑣 , 𝑄𝑖

𝑣
𝑖=0
𝑁 ~𝐷𝑣𝑎𝑙.

Test Dataset:          𝑆𝑖
𝑡𝑠, 𝑄𝑖

𝑡𝑠
𝑖=0

𝑇
~𝐷𝑡𝑠.

𝑆𝑖
∗: C-way K-shot. (K = 1, 5, 20…)

𝑄𝑖
∗: C-way L-shot. (L > K)

FSL Pipeline: Training the model with 𝐷𝑡𝑟, and fast adaptation

with 𝑆𝑖
𝑡𝑠. Finally test on 𝑄𝑖

𝑡𝑠.
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Stage 2: Target-oriented Meta Training

Stage 1: Task-level learn to learn mechanism

Inner Loop:

Outer Loop:

Weight assigned by the task similarity module

Inner Loop: Outer Loop:

Similarity assigned by the task similarity module Only task similarity module is updatable

Goal: Learning a task similarity

module via a modulated bi-

level optimization.

𝑇𝑑𝑝 = 𝑈 ത𝑃𝑁×𝐷 𝑈, 𝑆, 𝑉 = 𝑆𝑉𝐷( ത𝑃𝑁×𝐷)

ത𝑃𝑁×𝐷 = 𝑃𝑁×D − 𝑃1×D 𝑃𝑁×D = 𝒞𝜑(𝑇)

Task Descriptor:

Leverage SVD to extract primary components shared by all categories

Our task descriptor shows superiority

compared to others.

Motivation: Task descriptor

should be representative for a

task and is essential for

learning task similarity.
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